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Sofa
Art. no.: 2-165

Description:
Practical and modern

The three-seater sofa METRO is durable, stylish and comfortable. Combine it with other furniture in our collection to

create a chic décor with a modern vibe. METRO can easily be turned into a bed if desired.

Year of design: 2009

Function:
Can be used as a comfortable single sleeper, just as it can be converted into a guest bed for 2 persons.

Sales Arguments:
Soft and inviting...

A modern sofa bed unlike any other, its durable design will allow it to serve as the hub of the family for many years. It

is equally comfortable as a 3-seater sofa or as a single or double bed. The design is soft and inviting, and it can be

combined to good effect with other products in the collection to create an individual interior space.

Design: busk+hertzog
Architects specialized in furniture / product design. The studio, today located in London UK, was established year

2000 by Flemming Busk (1967), architect MAA and designer MDD, and Stephan B. Hertzog (1969), designer MDD.

busk+hertzog have received more than 40 international design awards for their works and their designs are a.o.

represented at the Royal House of Norway, Danish Broadcast Cooperation, CNN, Chivas Regal, the Norwegian

Embassy in Helsinki, the Carnegie Trust, and "The Modern" (Restaurant), Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Flemming Busk has worked with SOFTLINE since 1999, where he won our idea competition with his simple yet

brilliant sofa bed SLEEP. Has also specially designed among other things the HELLO chair for the world famous pop

star Kylie Minogue. 
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Dimensions (cm):
 Sofa

Art. No.: 2-165

Length: 218

Depth: 92

Height: 78

Seat Height: 38

Seat Depth: 55

Bed: 68x200

Bed: 135x200

Colli: 1

Packing Dimensions: 86.5x61x214

Volume: 1.13 m³

Weight (net): 61.03 kg

Weight (gross): 67.50 kg

Additional Information:

Packing
7 mm cardboard tray and plastic foil 160 micron.

Assembly
According to assembling instructions.

Cleaning
Brushing and vacuum-cleaning.

Removable covers for chemical dry-cleaning or to be changed.

Upholstery
Seat:

25 kg/m³ High elastic polyurethane cell-foam with 200 g fibre wrapping.

Arm / back rest:

25 kg/m³ high elastic polyurethane cell-foam with 200 g fibre wrapping.

Polyurethane cell-foam tested acc. to Ökotex 100.

Back cushions:

Down.

Frame
Metal and seat with Nozag springs for a good seating comfort.

Legs
Metal Ø16 mm chrome-plated.
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Elements
Sofa bed incl. 2 back cushions.
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